Abstract-Since passive millimeter wave synthetic aperture interferometric radiometer (SAIR) has the advantages of high spatial-resolution and large field of view, it is an attractive tool for wide area surveillance. Among the SAIRs, the Rotating Scanning SAIR (RS-SAIR) with linear sparse array is a popular system with low redundancy and high reliability. According to the detection mechanism of RS-SAIR, we extend RS-SAIR to deal with higher-order moving target detection (HMTD) for the first time in this paper. In the proposed HMTD method, the 2D time-projection image is constituted by the 1D projection images measured by RS-SAIR firstly. Then, the projection trajectory of moving target can be extracted from the time-projection image. Finally, the positions and motion parameters are estimated by fitting the moving target's trajectory. Simulation results indicate that the position and motion parameters of higher-order moving target can be well estimated with high real time and accuracy by the proposed HMTD method.
INTRODUCTION
Moving target detection is very important for many applications such as target tracking or classification, vehicle trajectory determination, and others [1] [2] [3] [4] . The traditional moving target detecting methods can be generally divided into two categories: image sequences based methods and echo signals based methods. The image sequences based methods detect the moving target by analyzing the target positions extracted from images [3] [4] [5] . Obviously, image sequences of whole target scene required to be primarily measured during the target motion, the information and algorithm complexity of these methods are usually large, and its real-time performance is poor. Echo signals based methods detect the moving target by analyzing the detector echo signals, which contains the position and motion information of moving target. This is the main method for moving target detection, which is widely used in airborne or satellite-borne radar (such as Doppler radar and SAR) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Using the echo signals based methods with small information and algorithm complexity, the high real-time detection of moving target can be easily achieved. However, traditional echo signals based methods mainly deal with simple moving targets with steady velocity and are unsuitable for detecting the higher-order moving target with accelerated velocity and veer. In addition, echo signals based methods require the detection system to emit signals actively. As a result, the stealth performance of detection system is poor, and the stealth target covered with absorption material cannot be detected effectively.
Millimeter wave synthetic aperture interferometric radiometer (SAIR) is a powerful passive detection system for high-resolution surveillance and has been used in various applications [11] [12] [13] [14] . Since the SAIR passively receives the target natural radiation, it can effectively overcome the influence of absorbing material, achieving stealth target detection. Among the SAIRs, the Rotating Scanning SAIR (RS-SAIR) with linear sparse array is a popular system with low redundancy and high reliability [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . By rotating the linear sparse array, RS-SAIR uses fewer antennas to achieve the high-resolution and large field of view (FOV) imaging observation. However, limited by the scanning imaging system, its 2D imaging time is long. Moreover, the sampling points of RS-SAIR is subjected to circularly distribution, which is unsuitable for the traditional FFT model based imaging methods. To deal with these irregular samples, some irregular imaging methods (such as Gridding and NUFFT) were proposed for RS-SAIR [20] [21] [22] [23] . But the imaging accuracy of these methods is low, and the unnecessary error is introduced when resampling and interpolating the visibility function. Some researches [24, 25] show that the key to achieve high-precision imaging is to find the appropriate inverse method to reconstruct the target images from the visibility function directly.
Although 2D imaging performance of RS-SAIR is poor, it can measure the 1D projection image which contains moving target information in real time. This indicates that RS-SAIR has the potential to be used for moving target detection. In RS-SAIR, with the rotation of antenna array, the radial visibility function is measured by linear sparse array in real time. The measured visibility function is equispaced in radial direction and suitable for applying FFT, and the 1D projection images can be reconstructed by FFT-methods from the radial visibility function directly. More importantly, the projection information of moving target in the 1D projection images changes regularly when performing the array rotation. Based on this fact, the position and motion parameters of moving target may be detected by analyzing the 1D projection images of RS-SAIR. According to the detection mechanism of RS-SAIR, we extend RS-SAIR to handle higher-order moving target detection (HMTD) for the first time in this paper. In the proposed HMTD method, 1D projection images are firstly reconstructed to form a 2D time-projection image. Then, the projection trajectory of moving target can be extracted from the time-projection image. Finally, the position and motion parameters will be estimated by fitting the moving target's trajectory. Different from 2D imaging of RS-SAIR, the detection of moving target is realized by analyzing the 1D projection images in HMTD method, which can effectively overcome the RS-SAIR's disadvantages (long imaging time) and maintain its advantages (large FOV and high resolution). The simulation results indicate that HMTD method can estimate motion parameters of higher-order moving target accurately and achieve real-time target tracking for RS-SAIR.
THE BASIC SYNTHESIS APERTURE IMAGING THEORY
Before the description of HMTD method for RS-SAIR, the basic synthesis aperture imaging theory is demonstrated here. As shown in Fig. 1 , the antennas are located on OXY , and the extend radiation source S is located on oxy, whose brightness temperature image is T (x, y). The radiation source S is dispersed into N small parts. The distances between the i-th radiation source S i and antennas c and l are R c i and R l i , respectively. The correlation between the received signals E c and E l of pairwise antennas (c, l) is a sample of the so called visibility function. According to [26] , the visibility samples measured by pairwise antennas (c, l) can be expressed as
where · denotes time integration operation, (x i , y i ) the coordinate of the point target S i , T the normalized brightness temperature, F (·) the normalized antenna pattern, k = 2π/λ the circular wave number, and r c,l the so called fringe-wash function [27] . exp[−jk(R c i − R l i )] denotes the phase difference of two antennas, which is the key factor for the synthetic aperture imaging. According to Fig. 1 , distances R c i and R l i through Taylor expansion can be expressed as
Substitute Equations (2) and (3) into Equation (1), and define the spatial coordinates
We can get the relation between visibility function, and the brightness temperature image is as follows.
where
is the phase-modified item, which can improve the imaging accuracy for the near-field SAIR effectively. For the ideal SAIR with identical receivers and antennas, the decorrelation effects r c,l ≈ 1 and antenna pattern F (·) can be ignored simply. Then Equation (4) can be further simplified as follows
where T O (x, y) is the approximate brightness temperature image. For a complete visibility function V (u, v) with standard rectangular distribution, the brightness temperature image T O (x, y) can be reconstructed by the FFT-based methods as an approximate solution of T (x, y). For the Modified-FFT (MFFT) imaging method, the brightness temperature images are reconstructed by Fourier transform from the visibility function with phase-modified item directly [28] .
DESCRIPTION OF HMTD METHOD FOR RS-SAIR
RS-SAIR uses a linear array that consists of a few antennas to realize high-resolution 2D imaging surveillance. The signal processing and imaging process of RS-SAIR are different from traditional SAIRs. In this section, the proposed HMTD method will be analyzed by combining the imaging mechanism of RS-SAIR. The geometry diagram of RS-SAIR with linear array is shown in Fig. 2 . The sparse array is placed in XOY plane and rotated around point O. θ a is the array rotation angle. The moving target (MT) is placed in xoy plane, and its coordinate is (x MT , y MT ).
For the sparse array with given θ a , set the array direction as X p -axis, constructing a projection coordinate system (X p OY p ), which moves with the rotation of array angle θ a . Under the coordinate X p OY p , the spatial coordinates of antennas are
, and the coordinates of targets should be transformed to (x p , y p ). Then the visibility function V θa (u, v) measured by the sparse array at given θ a can be rewritten as where x p is the projection coordinate on the X p -axis (paralleling to the sparse array at angle θ a ), and y p is the projection coordinate on the Y p -axis. T P θa (x p ) = T (x p , y p )dy p is the 1D projection image, which can be reconstructed by the 1D MFFT method as in the following formula.
Generally, the 1D projection images with different θ a can be used to reconstruct the brightness temperature image T . However, this paper is dedicated to detecting the moving targets, and the 1D projection images are directly used to detect the moving target's position. For a given target MT, when the array rotates with a constant angle velocity ω, its projection coordinates x p-MT in 1D projection image can be expressed as
where θ a0 is the initial angle of array, and (x MT (t), y MT (t)) is the coordinate of MT in xoy coordinates at different times. For simplicity, we mainly analyze the moving target with the following motion model in this paper. It can be easily extended to the n-order motion model.
where [a x , v x , x 0 , a y , v y , y 0 ] are the motion parameters that need to be estimated. It is worth noting that the trajectory x p-MT (t) of any MT is a continuous function, which can be represented by a polynomial function. Thus, it is reasonable that the higher-order moving targets with n-order motion model can also be estimated by HMTD method accurately. According to Equations (10), the projection coordinate x p-MT (t) of MT will be changed with array rotating as θ a = ωt + θ a0 , and its trajectory meets the cosine distribution which is modulated by MT's motion parameters. Based on this fact, we can arrange the 1D projection images (with different θ a ) to constitute the time-projection image T t−p . Then, the motion parameters of MT will be extracted by the proposed HMTD method. Its detailed process are as follows: In the above analysis, we assume that MT's background is a clean background. However, for the real scene, there is some interference in the background, which reduces the extraction accuracy of MT's trajectory. According to the imaging characteristics of RS-SAIR, image T t−p of stationary background is a periodic image with array rotating. Thus, we can subtract the projection image of background from image T t−p before extracting the projection coordinates in step 2 for the complex real scenes. In addition, 1D projection images T θa are reconstructed by MFFT method which includes a phase-modified item. Thus, the proposed HMTD method can be applied not only to the far field, but also to the near field target tracking.
THE EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of proposed HMTD method, two simulation experiments are performed in this section. The main simulation parameters are listed in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , the RS-SAIR only needs 16 antennas to constitute the sparse linear array. The antennas' locations are set based on references [29] , and its position arrangement is shown in Fig. 3 . The minimum baseline spacing Δu is 1.1 cm, and the synthesis aperture is about D SA = 90Δu = 1 m. In this case, the spatial resolution and aliasing free FOV of RS-SAIR are about:
In our simulation, the polarization direction of antennas is assumed to be fixed during the array rotation, which can be achieved by the rotation of antennas regularly with the array rotation. The initial angle θ a0 is set as 0. For simulating RS-SAIR's imaging process accurately, the received signals of antennas are obtained by integral operation of the radiation waves generated by all radiation sources. Then, the visibility samples are calculated by cross-correlated calculation between antennas. The 1D projection images T θa are reconstructed by FFT method according to Equation (9) . As shown in Figs (Fig. 4(b) ). Although the background of car scene 
where (x, y) E is the estimated position, and (x, y) T is the real position of MT. As shown in Table 2 , the position error (RMSE) of the traditional method is very large, but the RMSE of HMTD method is very small both for airplane and car scene. This indicates that the proposed HMTD method can track higher-order moving target effectively. In addition, for verifying the real-time performance of proposed HMTD method, the execution time is evaluated on a PC with i7-6700 processor. After data collection, the execution times of HMTD method is 71 ms and 79 ms for airplane and car scene, respectively. This shows that the proposed HMTD method can meet the real-time requirements of moving target tracking. 
CONCLUSION
RS-SAIR with linear sparse array is a popular system with low redundancy and high reliability. According to the detection mechanism of RS-SAIR, we show a novel HMTD method for RS-SAIR to track moving target in real time. In HMTD method, 1D projection images are reconstructed by the MFFT method with array rotating firstly. Then, the 1D projection images are arranged to constitute a 2D time-projection image T t−p . Finally, the positions and motion parameters of moving target are extracted by fitting the moving target's trajectory in image T t−p . Simulation results indicate that HMTD method can track higher-order moving target very well. Furthermore, HMTD method can also be implemented to track the target with time-varying motion parameters, as long as selecting the nearest time images T θa to compose image T t−p and then fit the moving target's trajectory in image T t−p .
